
"The Harvest Birds"
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24. Noun

25. Adverb



"The Harvest Birds"

Noun Noun lived in a Adjective town. Juan Verb Past Tense of having his own

land like his grandparents. However, there was not enough land for him when his Noun died, so Juan

had to work in the town. Juan decided to go see Don Tobias, who was the Adjective Ends in EST man in the

town. When Juan Verb Past Tense Don Tobias for some of his land, all Noun did was laugh at him

. After Don told him this, Juan went to sit under his favorite tree, as it was the only place that made him truly

Adjective . When Juan sat in his tree there was always a bird who was always around him. This bird

really cared for Juan. Juan then decided to find the Adjective Ends in EST man in town to ask him for advice.

When Juan asked the old man for some land, the old man agreed. He said he would give him some

Noun , but if he fails he must work for the Adjective man for free for as long as he used the land.

Juan was so Adjective , that he went to tell others in town the good news. However, everyone

Verb Past Tense at him. Noun wanted to prove these people wrong, so he kept working. Juan

asked for seeds from the shop to plant. When he had the Adjective seeds, he gave them to the birds. Soon

, Noun began to grow. The birds told Juan not to throw away the weeds like the other farmers, but to

plant it on the Noun . When it was time for harvest, everyone was ready to make fun of Noun .

However, he brought a Adjective harvest. Everyone wanted to know how Juan got such a good

Noun , and he told them it was thanks to the Noun Noun . The old man asked Juan his

secret for such a good Noun . Juan mentioned that you have to respect the plants for them to grow

Adverb .
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